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Agenda 

• Evolving Enforcement Environment 
– Increased activity (more supervisory authorities, bigger fines, 

different violations)

– Inconsistent approaches

• Managing Personal Data Breaches
– Differing reporting requirements

– Interacting with regulators

• Navigating the Post-Brexit Landscape
– Cross-border data transfers

– Updating privacy notices

– Role of the ICO going forward in ongoing matters

– Does my organization need another DPO or Article 27 rep?
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GDPR Snapshot

• Became effective May 25, 2018

• Applies to organizations that:

– Are “established” in the EU;

– Process personal data of EU “data subjects” when offering them goods or 

services (whether or not for payment); or

– Monitor behavior occurring in the EU.

• Key terms:

– “Personal data”

– “Processing”

– “Controller” and “Processor”

• Max fine: greater of €20 million or 4% of worldwide annual turnover
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Enforcement – General Statistics 

• 206,326 cases reported by 31 supervisory authorities; 
approximately 52% of cases have been closed 

– Approximately 95,000 complaints by individuals who believe their 
rights under the GDPR have been violated

– Majority of complaints concern telemarketing, promotional mails and 
video surveillance/CCTV

• 30 different supervisory authorities have registered 281 cases 
with a cross-border component 

– Areas of focus: data subject rights, consumer rights and data 
breaches

• 45 One-Stop-Shop procedures initiated by supervisory 
authorities from 14 countries; six are final decisions
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Enforcement – Fines  

• Administrative fines issued by 11 supervisory authorities

– Total amount to date: €55,955,871

• Portugal imposed a €400,000 fine on a hospital where staff 

had used false accounts to access patient records and doctors 

were permitted unrestricted access to all patient files

• Austria imposed a €5,280 fine on a sport betting café for 

unlawful video surveillance

• Germany imposed a €20,000 fine on a social media provider 

following a personal data breach, for failing to protect users’ 

personal data by hashing passwords
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Enforcement – Fines  

• France imposed a €50 million fine on Google for lack of 

transparency, inadequate information, and failure to 

obtain valid consent in relation to its use of personal data 

for the purposes of personalizing advertisements 

• Findings:

▪ Infringements were not a one-off, nor were they time-limited

▪ Scale of the infringements was large (thousands of French 

people are affected)

▪ Google’s economic model was partly based on the 

personalization of advertisements 
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Google Case: Takeaways 

• Admissibility of Article 80 complaints 

– Google challenged complaint, but CNIL indicated it would carry 

out investigation on its own initiative regardless

• Maybe not a One-Stop-Shop?

– CNIL dove deep into “main establishment” analysis

▪ Main establishment “should imply the effective and real exercise of 

management activities determining the main decisions as to the 

purposes and means of processing”

– Your LSA may not be who you think it is
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Enforcement – Areas to Watch   

• Audits

– Increase in supervisory authorities using audits to assess GDPR 

compliance

▪ Germany (Lower Saxony & Bavaria): Random GDPR audits at 50 companies 

during summer 2018 and comprehensive questionnaire sent to 85 companies to 

assess overall GDPR compliance

▪ Netherlands: Multiple audits focused on appointment of data protection officers 

content of privacy notices

• Data Processing Agreements

– Netherlands announced it is auditing Article 28 data processing 

agreements of 30 companies

– Germany (Hesse) issued €5,000 fine for failure to enter into data 

processing agreement
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Enforcement – Areas to Watch   

• Data Subject Rights

– In January, NOYB (Max Schrems’ NGO) filed a complaint with the 

Austrian supervisory authority against 8 technology companies

▪ Claimed that the companies’ automated systems for responding to access requests 

do not comply with GDPR requirements

– UK business fined £15,000 in January under UK Data Protection Act for 

failing to respond to a data subject request from an American

▪ “Wherever you live in the world, if your data is being processed by a UK company, 

UK data protection laws apply.” - Elizabeth Denham, ICO Commissioner

– Hungary issued first GDPR fine in February for refusing to provide 

personal data in response to access request

▪ Fined Hungarian company €3,135 (6.5% of annual net sales revenue)
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Enforcement – Areas to Watch   

• Cookies

– Bavarian supervisory authority’s sweep:
▪ Audited 40 large companies’ website cookie/tracking practices

▪ None of the companies had built GDPR-compliant cookie/tracking 
mechanisms into their websites 

▪ In particular, the Bavarian supervisory authority found that:
o Websites lacked the transparency needed for “informed” cookie consent

o No “prior” consent was collected from users

o Consent obtained was not sufficiently “active” 

– Dutch DPA (last week): cookie walls that require consent are 
not GDPR-compliant

– Looming on the horizon: forthcoming ePrivacy Regulation
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GDPR Breach Notification Statistics
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• 64,684 breach notifications (based on reports from 31 

supervisory authorities)

• Notification statistics vary dramatically by country

– Netherlands: 15,400 notifications reported (as of Jan. 2019)

– UK: more than 8,000 notifications reported (as of Dec. 2018)

– Slovenia: 68 notifications reported (as of Dec. 2018)

– Greece: 49 notifications reported (as of Dec. 2018)



GDPR Notification Logistics

• Notification culture and 

practices differ widely

• Forms are not consistent; 

level of detail varies 

significantly

• Language issues

• Submission methods vary: 

online portal, email, and 

postal mail 
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Regulator Follow-Up Questions

• What’s your lawful basis for processing?

• Who’s your Article 27 Representative?

• Why are you reporting to us? Are you sure you’ve identified 
the correct LSA?

• Who are you using to investigate this incident? Can you 
provide a copy of the report?

• What security and/or technical measures did you have in 
place prior to the breach? What’s your password policy?

• Can you provide a copy of your records of data processing?
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“No Deal” Brexit 

• (Current) Exit Date: March 29, 2019

• UK GDPR: GDPR will be transposed into UK law as 

retained EU law, together with Exit Regulations

– Will apply to entities not established in the UK offering goods 

or services to individuals in the UK or monitoring the 

behavior of individuals in the UK

• EDPB and multiple supervisory authorities have 

released guidance on personal data processing in the 

event of a “No Deal” Brexit
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“No Deal” Brexit: Data Transfers to and from the UK 
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• Post “No Deal” Brexit, UK will not be “adequate”

• Three categories of transfers

– EEA to UK

– UK to EEA

– UK to countries outside the EEA

• Companies need to put adequate safeguards in place for 
transfers (e.g., standard contractual clauses or binding 
corporate rules)

• Update recordkeeping to indicate that transfers will be 
made to the UK or to the EEA; revisit DPIAs



“No Deal” Brexit: Privacy Notices 

• Update privacy notices to separately reference the UK

• Update references to “Union law” or other GDPR-specific 

terminology

• Update privacy notices to address transfers to/from the UK

• Update for additional or changed Article 27 Rep or DPO

• Privacy Shield participants: Amend privacy notice to state 

that the company’s Privacy Shield commitments extend to 

personal data received from the UK
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“No Deal” Brexit: Lead Supervisory Authority

• For purposes of GDPR, ICO will no longer be able to 

act as a lead supervisory authority (LSA)

• Identify which other EU or EEA supervisory authority 

(if any) should become your LSA 

• EDPB is hoping the ICO completes investigations 

where it is currently LSA prior to the exit date; further 

guidance expected

• Need to revisit BCRs where ICO is BCR LSA
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Article 27 Representatives

• Controllers and processors not 

established in the UK required to 

appoint a UK representative 

• Companies may have to appoint 

two representatives – one in the 

UK and one in the EEA

Data Protection Officers 

• If required to have a DPO under 

GDPR, will be required to have 

DPO under UK GDPR

• DPO can cover UK and EEA

• Both GDPR and UK GDPR 

require that DPO be “easily 

accessible from each 

establishment” in the UK and EEA 

“No Deal” Brexit: DPOs & Article 27 Reps 
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